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Introduction
Welcome to Sanur! The seaside town of Sanur provides a popular escape from the
hectic west coast beaches with a more relaxed atmosphere and only a fraction of
the hassle.
Sanur was Bali’s first established beach resort attracting celebrities and artists.
Today it’s favored by travelers who have outgrown the party scene, its golden
beaches and calm, reef-sheltered waters make it an ideal destination for families.
Accompanying the laid back vibe, there’s a wide range of amazing eateries and
accommodation, relatively little traffic and it’s well located for day trips to Ubud,
the Bukit or the Nusa Islands, and if you still want to party, Canggu is only a 45-min
drive away (traffic allowing).
As part of the fantastic Sanur community, we have gathered everything you need
to know about Sanur if you wish to stay in this beautiful village.
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Travel Regulations

The Indonesian Government in Bali has confirmed that effective March 21st, 2022,
20 more nationalities will be eligible for the Visa on Arrival process, bringing the
total to 72 since the process has been restarted on March 7th.
Fully vaccinated travelers are no longer subject to quarantine (either 2 or 3
doses). International travelers coming to Indonesia at any port of entry (Bali,
Jakarta, or any other international airport!) are subject to this rule.
And, people from 72 countries can now get visas on arrival (VOA)* at Bali’s
International Ngurah Rai Airport. Visa on Arrival costs IDR 500,000 and is valid for
30 days, with the option to extend for another 30 days. You can also extend for
another 30 days if you need to. You can only get a Visa on Arrival at Bali’s
international airport—If you land in another Indonesian city you’ll need a preapproved B211 Tourism Visa.
*Have a look at the list on the last page of this guide
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Weather
Bali has two seasons, wet (between October and April) and dry (between May and
September), with an average year-round temperature of 31°C.
The wet season brings rain and overcast days, with the most precipitation
occurring between December and February. From June to August is the windy and
traditional kite season in Bali (if you stay in Sanur, you’ll be able to experience the
annual Bali Kite Festival held in Padang Galak area).
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SIM Cards &
Dialing Prefixes

Mobile phone calls are relatively cheap in Indonesia. SIM cards are widely
available by major national cellular operators, namely Telkomsel, Indosat, XL, AXIS,
and Hutchison Telecommunications or Tri “3”, with the first four numbers,
identifying the operator.
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COVID-19 Safety Protocols
The situation is overall well under control. The number of vaccinated citizens is
above 80% and more and more citizens are getting "boosted". The government still
applies a cautious approach and keeps micro-scale Social Restrictions (PPKM
Regulations) in place which are regularly updated, to mitigate the spread of Covid
and its variants.
Expect at times shorter operational hours for restaurants and attractions, also
health protocol enforcements (distancing, washing hands, temperature check).
Wearing masks in public is mandatory (shops, beaches, malls, to enter restaurants
(not at the table), on the scooter, and while walking on the streets). You need to
scan a code with the PeduliLindungi App when visiting some venues and stores.
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Getting Around
There are numerous means of transportation in Bali and your choice will probably
depend on your budget and preference.
Motorbike or scooter
The best way to explore Sanur and Bali, in general, is on a scooter or a
motorcycle. Motorbike rental in Bali is relatively cheap however before
you sign up for one, make sure you’re already skilled at riding a motorbike
and have an international driver's license. With a motorbike, you’ll be able
to explore more of the island at your own pace and see sights that most
tourists never get to experience.
Requirements for Renting Motorbikes & Scooters in Bali: Before you can
rent a motorbike in Bali, you must be able to present a valid international
driver’s permit that specifically covers motorbikes. If you don’t have one,
you can spend the morning at the Denpasar Police Office to get a
temporary motorbike permit. The procedure involves a written test. The
temporary permit is valid for three months after issue. Helmets are
compulsory for motorbike riders in Bali! Make sure you always wear your
helmet whenever you ride your motorbike in Bali.
Online transportation apps
We’re living in a digital era, so transportation, food delivery, package
delivery, and even groceries can be arranged online! You can place your
order via GoJek or Grab (you can find both platforms on your mobile app
store). You can select where you wish to be picked up from and where you
want to go, and then the app will automatically calculate the price and find
you a driver.
This is a very cheap and convenient method, as you don’t need to be a
motorbike driver yourself and still have the flexibility of getting around
easily. A single ride costs only Rp.12,000 (up to 10km) or Rp. 15,000
(between 10km to 15km) and the driver will also bring a helmet for you!
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Taxis
Metered taxis are common in Sanur and throughout southern/central Bali.
The usual rate for a taxi is 7,000Rp per kilometer, although the rate is
higher in the evening. If you phone for a taxi, the minimum charge is IDR
25,000. Any driver that claims meter problems or who won’t use it on
request should be avoided. By far the most reputable taxi agency is Bali
Taxi which uses distinctive blue vehicles with the words ‘Bluebird Group’
over the windshield (watch out for fakes). Drivers speak reasonable
English, they won’t offer you illicit opportunities and use their meter at all
times.
Private car or driver
Plenty of car-hire agencies in Bali offer day services or weekly rentals.
Having a driver takes away the stress of having to navigate the small
roads around the island—they can also help with any translations as once
you leave the main areas as very few people speak any English. Expect to
pay about Rp. 450,000-750,000 a day, open to negotiation. Before hiring a
car and driver make sure that they have all the relevant paperwork and
insurance in place and agree on all costs ahead of the rental period. Also,
make sure that they have a good command of English and are
knowledgeable about the island.
Rental car
To rent a car you are supposed to have both an international driving
license, together with your own regular driving license. Or you can obtain
a temporary tourist driver's license from the police station in Denpasar
within a day. Before you drive away in your car, ensure that the car has all
its registration documentation (Surat Tanda Nomor Kendaraan Bermotor
or STNK, vehicle registration certificate) and copies of any insurance
policies.
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Accommodation
A lot of Sanur accommodation options are located along or near the beach. But
some are located further inland. The most central area to stay in Sanur is between
Jalan Pantai Sindhu and Mertasari Beach.
Hotels
Hyatt Regency Bali
The Hyatt Regency, previously known as Bali Hyatt, re-opened in
December 2018 after an extensive renovation. The traditional style entry
welcomes you to the resort as does the wonderful Balinese team at the
Hyatt Regency. A variety of rooms are available including ground floor
Premium Rooms–ideal for families, and you won’t feel crowded even
though there are 300 rooms in total. Expect to see beautiful grounds and
three large tropical pools overlooking the beautiful Sanur beachfront.
Prama Sanur Beach
The Prama Sanur Beach Hotel is also located in the southern end of
Sanur. It’s family-friendly with two large swimming pools, one with a slide
for the kids. There are four restaurants, two with panoramic beach and
ocean views. Private villas are also available with large private pools and
full-sized kitchens.
Sanur House
This hotel is located just a few meters away from Livit Hub Bali (and also
a 5-minute walk from the beach!). This peaceful hotel features an outdoor
freshwater pool and beautiful landscaped garden.
Alya Living Sanur
This business-friendly guest house is located in the quiet area of Sanur,
just a 3-minute walk from Livit Hub Bali. It has 15 studio rooms with
private balconies. In-room dining is easy with kitchenettes that come
equipped with refrigerators and stovetops.
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Private villas or houses
Villas in Sanur are the perfect accommodation if you require privacy, are catering
to a large group or want a home away from home. More than a place to sleep,
staying in a villa for your workation is more of an experience. Most of the villas and
houses are available for monthly rental with prices ranging from Rp. 5,000,000 to
Rp. 20,000,000 per month depending on the specifications.
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Internet Connection
One of the most important requirements for entrepreneurs, start-up teams,
freelancers, and digital nomads is internet speed.
Like most countries in Southeast Asia (with the notable exception of Singapore,
and some parts of Thailand) the internet speed in Bali is not particularly amazing.
However, it has been getting a lot better over the last couple of years. Sometimes
ISPs regularly experience fiber cuts between the islands in the archipelago or
reduced speed, because of unexplained routing issues from upstream. The most
common internet providers in Bali are Biznet, CBN, GlobalXtreme, IndiHome, and
MTM.
At Livit Hub Bali, you don’t need to worry about losing your internet connection as
we have 3 high-speed ISPs to ensure the fastest possible routing and reliability.
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Coworking
If you’re looking for a peaceful area to work from, Sanur is your best option. Sanur
doesn’t have the hustle and bustle of Seminyak or Canggu. Quite the opposite in
fact—traffic is slow, traditional everyday Bali life lingers and with its relaxed vibe,
it’s a great location to get inspired and boost your productivity.
Livit Hub Bali
Livit Hub Bali is your one-stop shop for coworking, building your
business, healthy eating, and connecting with a like-minded community!
We provide perfectly-lit spaces, packed with perks to enhance productivity
and comfort. Ergonomic chairs, multipurpose rooms, AC, standing tables,
quiet room, hammocks, video conference rooms, snack stations and a
slide, are some of our favorites. Fun fact: people often leave reviews
about how incredibly productive they are when they work from Livit Hub!
Our daily rates start from IDR 85,000, and monthly rates start from IDR
725,000. The first day pass is free!
One of the best spots that you have to visit at our hub is our iconic
rooftop which is available for spectacular sunsets, meditations,
socializing, energizing work sessions, or a delicious smoothie with a view.
This rooftop is unrivaled in Sanur, offering a 360° view of our small island
town. You can even see two volcanoes and one of our neighboring islands
on clear days. The Livit Hub Bali Rooftop is the best place to watch the
sunset!
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Genius Café Sanur
Genius Café is a beachfront café where you can cowork while enjoying the
breathtaking views of Sanur beach. Their yearly rates start from $225.
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Best Places to Eat in Sanur
Sala Bistro
Surrounded by modern and minimalist Scandinavian décor with neutral
hues, Sala Bistro serves delicious daily, healthy comfort food for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Definitely one of the best spots if you’re into
brunch culture! Oh, their cakes are to die for!
Riviera
Riviera is an Italian restaurant and bar offering authentic Italian cuisine.
This lovely, warm environment welcomes its customers like family, with
friendly staff and fantastic food. Riviera also provides various
entertainment options, including a large pool table, quiz nights, TV
screens, and a music stage, home to the famous Jazz Night and the fun
Saturday Rock!
Sanur Night Market (Pasar Sindhu)
This is where you will find some of the best Bali street food. A traditional
market by day inside opens up into a night market with yummy traditional
Indonesian and Balinese food. You’ll find all your favorites here from sate,
nasi goreng, mie goreng, martabak, roti bakar, plus a variety of seafood
and other dishes too.
Soul On The Beach
Nestled on the coastline of Sindhu Beach, Soul on the Beach presents a
rustic beachside experience in Sanur–featuring a colorful, organic and
eclectic International menu from the likes of pancakes, smoothie bowls
and eggs benedict for breakfast; salads, sandwiches, burgers and pizzas
for lunch and dinner; and a variety of healthy, refreshing beverages as well
as innovative cocktails, there’s a little something for everybody at this
charming restaurant in Sanur.
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Massimo
If you’re looking for one of the most authentic Italian restaurants in Sanur,
then look no further. The iconic Massimo Italian Restaurant is the only
place you should be going to. Right before you enter the restaurant, a
showcase display featuring a variety of mouth-watering homemade
gelato welcomes you by the sidewalk upon arrival. The pizza at Massimo
is one of the best on the island. Chef-owner Massimo uses his traditional
culinary secrets, utilizing fresh and raw ingredients prepared daily.
Warung Mak Beng
This legendary traditional warung is very popular among locals and
tourists. The main menu offered is fish head soup and spicy fried fish.
The fish used depends on availability, such as Mackerel tuna or Skipjack
tuna caught by local fishermen in Sanur and other areas of Bali. If you’re
not used to spicy food, then be prepared for Mak Beng because they
gained popularity through their hot and spicy special sambal.
Bread Basket
This cute, cozy bakery makes great bread, such as sourdough (which is
really good!), ciabatta, baguettes and pretzels. You can also make your
own sandwiches for a low price, or buy the bread loaves directly from
them. Salads and coffee are available, too.
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Jalapeño
If you’re craving a Mexican fiesta in Sanur, then head over to Jalapeno.
Designed with vibrant Mexican-inspired interiors, complete with cactus
plants that decorate the space, this restaurant gives you a taste of Mexico
here in Bali. Jalapeno offers fresh and tasty Mexican flavors in a laid
back ambience and friendly service.
Naga Eight
Located in a prime area just right across Andaz, Naga Eight is a new
addition to the culinary offerings in the charming neighborhood of Sanur.
A unification between Balinese and Chinese beliefs, the restaurant offers
scrumptious Cantonese cuisine to the palates. Enjoy traditional barbecue
dishes and wok favorites through the open-air restaurant, where every
dish is made using locally-sourced ingredients to ensure its freshness!
KOOD
Kolaborasi Untuk Desa (KooD), which directly translates to “collaboration
for the village,” is a plant-based canteen serving affordable dishes. They
serve heavenly bread, ice cream, and a wide range of plant-based dishes.
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Things to Do in Sanur
If you think that Sanur only offers you temples, beaches and water-sport activities,
then you are wrong. There are still so many places to visit and activities that are
worth trying in Sanur. Here are some recommendations about things to do in
Sanur.
Enjoying the strip along the beach
Most of the coastline in Sanur is flanked by paved roads and surrounds
the waterfront, making it the perfect place for a walk. This will bring you
the joy of seeing beautiful scenery and the city views of Sanur which is
surrounded by beautiful restaurants and cafes. The beach path is ideal for
cyclists and it’s a great way to get around town and get some exercise at
the same time.
Kitesurfing
Many of the beaches in Sanur have kitesurfing services, and even provide
an instructor in order to give you the best experience without fear. This
activity offers you a chance to enjoy Sanur from above while flying
through the area.
Bali Kite Festival
The Sanur area is home to the yearly Bali Kite Festival when hundreds of
unique looking kites fly the skies in a fun sort of competition. During the
dry season in Indonesia (May through August), Bali gets nice strong winds
from the east, so Sanur has perfect weather for kite flying. You can see all
kinds of gigantic and creative kites, sometimes up to 100 meters long!
Definitely perfect for the ‘gram!
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Pura Blanjong
Pura Blanjong is the local’s beloved temple in Sanur’s Intaran Village. It is
also home to the oldest known artifact of Bali, which is the famous
Prasasti Blanjong, or the Blanjong Pillar, dating back to 914AD. It comes
with an inscription, spelling ‘Walidwipa’, the name for the Bali island. Pura
Blanjong is certainly a place of mesmerizing architecture and immense
historical significance.
Museum Le Mayeur
Museum Le Mayeur is one of the best places to experience art and
history, located on the north end of Sanur Beach. It was formerly a house
of a Belgian expatriate, by the name of Adrien-Jean Le Mayeur de
Merpres. After he died in 1958, his house was comfortably transformed
into a beautiful museum, without changing the essence of the place. Le
Mayeur’s works are now up in this museum, with many of them being
portraits of his wife, Ni Wayan Polok Tjoeglik, a renowned Balinese
dancer. Other Le Mayeur’s exhibited arts include Bali’s picturesque
landscapes and female inhabitants of the house.
Bali Seawalker
Bali Seawalker is a fun activity you can enjoy in the Sanur waters.
Alternatively known as the Sanur Seawalker, it is sort of a scuba diving
activity, where you actually get to walk underwater! Provided by Puri
Santrian Hotel, you just have to don your swimwear and the sea-walker
equipment and you are good to go.
Taman Festival Abandoned Theme Park
North of Padang Galak beach is Taman Festival. A theme park, which was
set to open in 1997, but never did. The shells of the buildings still stand
and make great photo opportunities where street artists have created
some amazing murals.
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Get a boat over to the Nusa Islands
From North Sanur beach, travel 30 minutes by boat to the Nusa Islands—
Nusa Lembongan, Nusa Ceningan, and Nusa Penida. This is great for a
day trip or an overnight stay. Enjoy snorkeling with the Manta Rays while
you’re there and taking Instagram pictures at the iconic Kelingking Beach!
Turtle Conservation and Education Center
A little south of Sanur, at Serangan island, you can find the Turtle
Conservation and Education Center (TCEC). Here you can learn about
turtle conservation and how the organization tries to stop the turtle trade.
At certain times of the month, you can even release some baby turtles on
the beach. You can easily reach the Sergangan island by crossing a bridge
from Jalan By Pass Ngurah Rai to the island.
Yoga with a view
So you’re biking along Sanur’s Mertasari beach, and you come across a
beautiful bamboo building and a cow (named Angelique!) calmly grazing
on the lawn. Step into this wondrous building and you’ll find an ecofriendly yoga studio/shala that is Power of Now Oasis. The bamboo walls
and floors, plus the breezy ocean view, all add to the relaxing atmosphere
as you inhale… and exhale…
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Schools & Kindergartens
in Sanur

Bali Island School
This school is the oldest and most prestigious international school in
Bali, serving students from pre-school to grade 12. The Faculty of the
School consists of professionally qualified teachers from Australia,
Canada, Indonesia, France, United Kingdom, United States and New
Zealand. One of the benefits for children is to have experience in learning
from a diverse group of teachers as well as learning, playing and working
with fellow students from all parts of our global community.
Sanur Independent School
Sanur Independent School is a co-educational, multi-national school,
offering education to children from Kindergarten through to Year 7. The
school offers a western-style education in the English language to both
expatriate and Indonesian students. Learning takes place in a disciplined
but friendly and fun environment. Admission is open to children of all
nationalities provided they have a basic knowledge of English.
Cheeky Monkeys Bali
Founded in 2005, Cheeky Monkeys is a friendly learning center and is
catering for children of all nationalities. They promote learning through
creative playing and endeavour to nurture children’s natural love of
learning. They have programs for children aged 1 to 10 years. They aim to
create a fun, beautiful, safe, positive and encouraging environment for
children to express themselves and be facilitated through mutual respect,
warmth, support and guidance.
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Ensiklomusika
Ensiklomusika Music School is the top provider of music lessons for
international students in Bali and Jakarta. Since 2012, Ensiklomusika has
been helping children and adults reach their musical dreams through
music lessons in their branches in Jakarta and Bali. All lessons are
presented in English and Indonesian. World-wide certification options for
students are available. Ensiklomusika Music School provides high-quality
music education, including piano, singing, guitar, violin, ukulele, drum and
even a Digital Music Making class that enables the student to create
music digitally on an iPad!
Little Stars Bali
Little Stars is committed to providing a caring, stimulating environment
for children aged 1,5 years to 7 years old. They believe that children
should grow, learn and develop in a stimulating, friendly, caring and safe
environment where each child is treated as an individual. Therefore, they
develop a curriculum that enables children to reach their fullest potential
at their own pace. Little Stars has official permission to operate from the
Department of Education in Indonesia. They base our school program on
the Indonesian curriculum merged with the British National Curriculum.
Koding Next
Koding Next is a programming school for kids starting from 4 years old
to adults (high schoolers, university students, business owners, and
professional workers). They believe that anyone can learn to code.
Programming languages are becoming very important 21st-century skills,
which can also benefit our children’s intellectual growth.
Kidz Café Sanur
This one is not a school, it’s a playground! They offer a kids club, afterclass activities, healthy and tasty food, good coffee and cold beers in one
spot. Children can run around, join scheduled activities, explore their
possibilities and learn new things.
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Grocery in Sanur
When it comes to grocery shopping, Sanur is one of the most convenient locations
in Bali to get your daily essentials. There are a lot of options that you can choose
from depending on your preference.
Grand Lucky Supermarket
Recently opened in 2021, this big supermarket chain from Jakarta
provides both local and imported fresh produce of fruits and vegetables,
meat section, cheese, bread, and many more. Huge selection of Western
herbs and spices, Indonesian, Chinese, Thai, Japanese, and Korean
cooking ingredients. Opens daily from 8 AM - 9 PM.
Popular Supermarket
This supermarket offers a good range of products, from local produce to
imported products.
Artasedana
Artasedana is one of the largest supermarkets in Sanur and is a great
shopping option for groceries, daily necessities, and also local
handicrafts! There’s just about a bit of everything inside, from clothing,
fruits, vegetables, meats, and bread to a medicine counter, alcoholic
beverages, a bookshop, souvenirs, you name it.
Club Sehat Healthy Grocery Store
Club Sehat is a natural health food store serving health-conscious
consumers around Bali. You can literally find everything for your healthy
food stocks!
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Sindhu Market
Sindu Market is the main fresh market within the whole Sanur village
area, located near the northern end of Sanur’s Jalan Danau Tamblingan
road. Referred to locally as ‘Pasar Sindu’, the market is better known
among regular visitors as a night market, where you can discover a
bustling street-food vendor scene that occupies most of its front parking
space after sundown.
Pande Putri
Pande Putri is a local supermarket chain that provides various types of
goods ranging from basic needs, household needs, electronics and other
necessities. Pande Putri has managed to grow rapidly since it was
founded and it has successfully opened 2 more branches. Until now, there
are 3 branches of Pande Putri Swalayan in the Sanur area.
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Fitness & Wellness

Everybody needs a bit of rest and relaxation to counter exhausting everyday
schedules and to replenish their energy to face the next challenge. Here are a few
spots in Sanur where you can restore yourself both mentally and physically.
The Shampoo Lounge
Since 2012, The Shampoo Lounge has served international and local
clients as Bali's original integrated spa, salon, and barbershop. The
business is owned and operated by Indonesians and Westerners, and it
offers five-star service at very reasonable rates. This is Sanur's premier
one-stop destination for hairstyling, cuts, color, keratin, straightening,
nails, lashes, facials, massage, as well as grooming for men (Bali Barber).
Chantara Wellness and Spa
Experience Balinese luxury at Chantara Spa in Sanur, a stunning, exotic
spa refuge using nothing but cruelty-free, vegan spa products. Beautiful
local timbers, chic colours, warm golden lighting and Balinese artwork
characterize Chantara Spa. Experience generations-old healing methods,
all-natural and holistic. This is a high-end spa at mid-range prices. Perfect!
The Nest Boutique Spa
Charming, small, affordable and staffed with a team of professional spa
therapists, The Nest Boutique Spa is located right in the heart of Sanur.
On the spa menu. you will find Balinese massages, deep tissue, hot stone,
and therapeutic massages but also facials, hair removal, manicures and
pedicures. For the little spa addicts to be, a children's spa menu is
available.
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Paradise Bali
If you’re wondering where active Sanur residents hang out, you’ll find them
at Sanur’s popular health hub, Paradise Bali. It offers CrossFit sessions
twice a day on weekdays and on Saturday mornings. There’s also a
commercial gym upstairs with fun fitness classes too. Need a break from
your workout? Head to the cafe for healthy bites to refuel.
Fit24
Located in the center of Sanur, this 200 m² gym is pretty modernly
equipped for gymers – dumbbells from 2.5 kg up to 30 kg, weight
machines, exercise benches, exercise bikes, treadmills and elliptical
trainers. Despite the size of the lot, this gym doesn’t get narrow and you
can train well.
Liga Tennis Sanur
Liga Tennis Sanur is a premium tennis sports center in Bali offering
world-class facilities that opened its doors in times of Covid and
restrictions in October 2021. You can find 6 tennis courts (both covered
and outdoor), clay court, fitness club, pool & sauna, squash, restaurant,
lockers, lounge, and tennis store here.
Umah Shakti Yoga
Set just 1km back from the pearly white shores of Sanur, Umah Shakti is a
small, family-run yoga shala that sits within a traditional Balinese
housing compound; hence its name, which loosely translates to a home
where a family comes together for companionship. What would be the
‘main house’ is the registration building and kitchen, and adjacent, there
even sits a local kindergarten, giving this yoga studio a true community
vibe. If you’re looking to practice somewhere that feels like home, Umah
Shakti is the place to go.
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Koa Shala
Koa Shala is a boutique spa and holistic wellness center located in the
heart of Sanur. Their yoga shala is set in a tropical garden, creating an
oasis for rest and rejuvenation. Here you can practice 3 times a day in the
open air, surrounded by plants and the sounds of running water. Koa also
offers world-class massage and body treatments for holistic pampering.
Power Of Now Oasis
Whether you are a beginner or a yogi with a dynamic practice, you will find
your perfect class at Power of Now. At this healing retreat center, both
local and international teachers offer daily and private sessions for
individuals and groups. Teacher training, health and surf retreats, and a
variety of holistic treatments make this center a powerhouse of healing
and self-development.
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Medical Care in Sanur
Bali Mandara Hospital
Jl. Bypass Ngurah Rai No.548, Sanur Kauh, Denpasar Selatan, Kota Denpasar, Bali
(0361) 4490566
Sanur Medical Clinic
Jl. Bypass Ngurah Rai No.243, Sanur, Denpasar Selatan, Kota Denpasar, Bali 80228
(0361) 289116
Rejuvie Aesthetic & Anti-Aging Clinic Sanur
Jl. Danau Tamblingan No.19, Sanur, Denpasar Selatan, Kota Denpasar, Bali 80228
+6281222606088
iDentist Sanur
Jl. Danau Buyan No.55, Sanur, Denpasar Selatan, Kota Denpasar, Bali 80228
+6281239378272
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Living Cost
in Sanur

Living in Sanur is generally more expensive than Kuta, but cheaper than Seminyak.
Sanur is a good choice for those who want a relaxed yet productive lifestyle.
While there are a few bars open late, and a small live-music scene, Sanur isn’t
known for its party atmosphere. It’s the traditional Balinese ambience that brings
people to Sanur.
As an example, a villa located in west Sanur is quite reasonable to rent on a yearly
basis. A traditional-style unfurnished property with two bedrooms, two bathrooms,
kitchen/living area and carport that is close to local supermarkets, and is a 10minute drive to the beaches costs approx. $9,000 per year.
Item

Cost in USD

Rent for a two-bedroom furnished
apartment

$400 to $1,000

Electricity and Gas

$62

Water

$7

Internet/Mobile Phone/TV

$55

Eating out

$100 to $300

Transport (car or scooter hire)

$60 to $250

Fuel

$30

Health insurance

$45

Total

$759 to $1749
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Important Phone Numbers
Emergency Call Number: 112
Police: 110 or (0361) 751598
Tourist Police: (0361) 1554
Ambulance: 118 or (0361) 257550
Fire Brigade: 113
Balawista Lifeguards: (0361) 755660
Sanglah Central General Public Hospital: (0361) 227911
International SOS Medical Clinic: (0361) 710505
BIMC Hospital: (0361) 761263
Ngurah Rai International Airport: (0361) 751011
Bali Government Tourism Office: (0361) 222387
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Conclusion

Sanur is a real jewel in Bali’s crown. Sanur has largely maintained its classic charm
and is still preferred by families and travelers for its gentle sleepy beaches and the
area’s overall relaxed feel. A lot of expats prefer Sanur for its classy, laid back vibe
and because it’s close to urban areas and schools.
Despite the availability of eateries and lodgings, it maintains a tranquil and
relaxing atmosphere, making it the perfect location for a workation or even to
permanently work remotely from Bali. Yes, it is more pricey than Kuta, but
definitely more wallet-friendly than Seminyak.
In addition to the shopping and beach attractions, this is a town with a multitude of
cultural, natural, and historical features. Are you thinking about working from
Sanur? You’ve made the right decision.

See you around!
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Here’s the list of countries eligible for the Visa on Arrival in Bali as of May 30th,
2022:
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia Herzegovina
Brazil
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Canada

China
Croatia
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong

Hungary
India
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kuwait
Laos
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Malta
Mexico
Morocco
Myanmar
Netherland
New Zealand
Norway
Oman
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Seychelles
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain

Sweden
Swiss
Taiwan
Thailand
Timor Leste
Tunisia
Türkiye
Ukraine
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of
America
Vietnam

Crucially, there are no more tests after arrival to Indonesia.
If you have a negative test and can board a flight with your proof of vaccination,
you can sit back, relax and enjoy the trip. Visitors are also no longer being required
to book specific hotels for their first night.
Disclaimer: This article is based on bali.com updated on May 30, 2022. Due to the
dynamic nature of travel regulations, please stay updated and confirm your itinerary
with your chosen travel providers.
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